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Overview



About Ubuntu & Canonical

EMPLOYEES

800+
COUNTRIES

30+
FOUNDED

2004

Canonical has been developing operating 
systems since 2004, and is now extending 
the Ubuntu OS on mobile and IoT devices.

Ubuntu is an open-source operating 
system, currently established on server, 
cloud, personal & IoT products. 



About Ubuntu

Over 30 Million users
and growing

The world’s 3rd most 
popular PC OS

The world’s # 1 Desktop 
Linux OS 

Over 70% of public cloud 
workloads run Ubuntu





Ubuntu #1 for robotics developers

80% participants
ran ROS on Ubuntu 

Ubuntu a developer’s favourite

Autonomous cars 
makers love Ubuntu 

Ubuntu a researcher's favourite





Courtesy of SparkLabs Global Ventures

The IoT Revolution 







IoT demands Security and Reliable Updates





What is Ubuntu Core?

A minimal, distilled flavour with the same bits as today’s Ubuntu 

Ubuntu Core with transactional updates

Applications confined by technologies lead by Canonical

Safe, reliable, worry free updates with tests and rollback

Amazing developer experience with snapcraft

Easily extensible

Easily create app stores for all your devices



Ubuntu Core architecture

Ubuntu Core

Kernel and Hardware Capabilities 

Snap

Gadget Snap

SnapSnapSnap



kernel snap

os snap

app snapapp snap

app writable 
area

app writable 
area

Apps are contained 
and isolated

app snap

app writable 
area

app snap

app writable 
area



Transactional 
update and 
rollback

snap

kernel snap

os snap

kernel snap

os snap

app snap app writable area

os writable area

kernel writable area



Build snaps on classic, deploy on Ubuntu Core



Ubuntu Core Store
Endless Possibilities



Ubuntu Core Brand Store

Customer's General Brand Store

Ubuntu Core Store

Customer’s
dedicated

Brand Store



● Canonical provides security updates for the Ubuntu Core snap and 
supported kernel snaps.

● Device manufacturers, publishers and developers provide updates for 
their respective snaps. 

● How can they make sure none of these updates introduce any issue? How 
can they block/delay problematic updates?

● How can Canonical give manufacturers control while preventing 
fragmentation?

Update Control allows vendors to get control of when 
updates are applied. 

20

Update Control



Example:

  1%

Ubuntu Core 16 Store

Canary and phased updates

1% 10%
… 



https://partners.ubuntu.com/programmes/iot

Where is Ubuntu Core being used?



ubuntu.com/things

Ubuntu Core 16

Q&A



Requirements

Architecture x86: 32 & 64 bits
ARM: 32 & 64 bits

Memory 256 MB

Storage 2 GB

Connectivity WiFi, Ethernet, USB, BT 4.0...
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Ubuntu Core References


